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Abstract 
In a scrap based stainless steel plant the dominant process for carbon reduction is the Argon 

oxygen decarburisation process (AOD). The process goes through three steps: decarburisation, 

reduction and desulphurisation where the main challenge is to oxidise carbon to CO without 

oxidising the expensive chromium. The general practical approach is to inject a mixture of 

oxygen and an inert gas, like argon or nitrogen, through tuyeres at the converter side starting 

with a high amount of oxygen gas which followingly is reduced as the inert gas is increased 

during the decarburisation steps. This allows for a decrease in partial pressure for the CO 

bubbles which is thermodynamically favourable for carbon oxidation. Recent studies have 

shown that an aged AOD converter with a worn lining can decarburise the melt faster than a 

fresh vessel due to favourable thermodynamic conditions occurring since the bath height is 

lower in the aged converter. The studies show 8-10% savings of oxygen gas which have led to 

an interest to study the matter. One of two approaches are taken in the present work with 

the focus to develop a numerical model that simulates a downscaled AOD converter with 

applied inclinations that is to be validated through physical modelling. A 75-ton industrial 

converter was downscaled for water-air experiments where three inclination angles namely 0, 

5.5 and 14° were studied with focus on mixing time and penetration length. The physical model 

was replicated for computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modelling using the Euler-Euler 

approach in ANSYS Fluent. The models show rather good similarities when comparing gas 

penetration length, flow structure and mixing time however needs some complementary work 

and final adjustments before upscaling as well as coupling with thermodynamic modelling can 

be done.  
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Sammanfattning 
Den dominerande processen för kolfärskning vid skrot baserad rostfri ståltillverkning är AOD- 

processen (Argon Oxygen Decarburisation). Processen går igenom tre steg, kolfärskning, 

reducering av krom och svavelrening där de största utmaningarna ligger i att oxidera kol utan 

att oxidera krom. I praktiken gör detta genom att injicera en blandning av argon och syrgas från 

sidan av AOD-konvertern för att sänka partial trycket av den kolmonoxid som bildas när kol 

oxideras. Syftet är att göra det mer termodynamiskt fördelaktigt att oxidera kol i systemet. Den 

injicerade blandgasen har olika förhållanden under kolfärskning med en hög andel syrgas i 

början som sedan sänks genom processen tills bara argon injiceras. Tidigare studier har visat 

att kolfärskningen är en funktion av konverterns ålder där ju äldre en konverter är desto 

snabbare går kolfärskning. Enligt studierna har det visats att 8-10% mindre syrgas eller 

användning av reducerings medel kan uppnås i en gammal konverter vilket har väckt ett intresse 

för vidare studier. I detta arbete har en av två metoder prövats för att undersöka om man kan 

applicera det som sker i en gammal konverter till en ny. En numerisk modell av en nerskalad 

AOD-konverter har utvecklats och validerats mot en vattenmodell då konvertern vinklas. En 

75-tons konverter nerskalades till en vattenmodell där vinklarna 0, 5.5 och 14° studerades med 

fokus på blandningstid och penetrations djup. Vattenmodellen gjordes om till en numerisk 

modell som använde Euler-Euler metoden i ANSYS Fluent. Modellerna visade likheter 

gällande penetrationsdjup, flödes struktur och blandnings tid men kräver en del justeringar 

innan en uppskalning samt koppling till termodynamisk modellering kan ske. 
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List of Nomenclature 
 
L = Penetration depth (m) 

´Fr = Modified Froude number (dimensionless) 

Nd = Inner nozzle diameter (m) 

 = Density (kg/m3) 

Q = Gas flow rate (Nm3/s) 

g = Gravitational acceleration (m/s2) 

 = Scale factor (dimensionless) 

mT = Mixing time (s) 

D = Bath diameter (m) 

Re = Reynold´s number (dimensionless) 

t = Time (s) 

v = Velocity (m/s) 

 = Shear Stress (N/m2) 

P = Pressure (atm) 

v = Kinematic viscosity (m2/s) 

HD = Hydraulic diameter (m) 

A = Area (m2) 

P = Perimeter (m) 

= Diffusion coefficient (m2/s) 

t = Turbulent viscosity (m2/s) 

tSC = Schmidt’s number (dimensionless) 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 BACKGROUND 
In the world of steel production there is normally a stage where reduction of carbon in the melt 

is required. The dominant process in a steel plant for this reduction stage in scrap based stainless 

steel production is the Argon Oxygen Decarburisation process (AOD) (1). Briefly, scrap based 

stainless steel is produced in an electric arc furnace (EAF) where a current is passed through 

carbon electrodes placed near scrap (containing of various chromium alloys) creating arcs 

which raises the temperature of the scrap to the melting point. The melt is then transferred to 

the AOD converter where it is gas stirred for reduction of carbon and reaching final steel 

composition by alloy additions and then transferred to ingot or continuous casting. Generally, 

there is a ladle treatment stage between the reduction stage and the casting, figure 1 (2). In 1954 

Krisvsky invented the AOD converter at Union Carbide Corporation (3), (4). Since then the 

AOD process rapidly increased in the market of stainless-steel production and is today 

accountable for over 75 % of the stainless steel produced over the world (5), (6).  

 

 

Figure 1. Simplified process chain for the stainless steelmaking 

 

In practise the main technical challenge in the production of stainless steel is to maintain a 

relatively high chromium content while reducing the carbon content. It is well known that 

carbon can be removed by oxidation. However, as the carbon content is reduced to low levels 

its activity is also decreased which makes it more thermodynamically favourable to oxidise 

chromium in the system. Therefore, the difficulty to oxidise carbon while keeping the expensive 

chromium in stainless steel production is discussed in many papers (3), (7).  The AOD converter 

commonly have three operation stages namely the decarburisation, the chromium reduction and 

the desulphurisation. The purpose of the decarburisation stage is to decarburise the steel while 

maintaining a rich chromium content which is achieved by keeping a low partial pressure of the 

carbon oxide (CO) bubbles in the melt as can be seen in the combined reaction below, reaction 
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1-3. In order to achieve the purpose, the converter is introduced with a mixture of oxygen and 

inert gas from the side during several stages. The amount of each gas in the mixture differs 

through the stages starting with a high ratio of oxygen and continuing until only inert gas is 

injected. Thereby, a low partial pressure of CO bubbles is maintained through the process (3), 

(7).  
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Where [] is dissolved, () is in slag and {} is gaseous. 

 

Since the AOD converter´s breakthrough in the steel industry during the late 1960’s the process 

has been studied and developed significantly by scientist and engineers all over the world. The 

topic has among other accomplishments allowed for development in both physical and 

computational modelling regarding complex flow behaviours in the world of steel production. 

Despite this, the steel industry still has the ambition and potential to develop it even further to 

gain a more efficient process both economically and environmentally.  

A pre-study involving three Nordic steel plants have shown a dependence between 

decarburisation time and converter age. The study shows that the decarburisation rate is a 

function of the converter age where the old converter uses approximately 8-10% less oxygen 

gas or reduction agents during the process compared to a new converter. When the converter 

ages, the refractory lining is worn out due to the shear forces on the wall imposed by the melt 

as well as the reactions between the melt and the wall. This allows for a lowered steel bath 

height which from a fluid dynamic perspective increases the mixing time which is proven by 

numerical and physical modelling compared to hundreds of steel plant heat trials. (Mixing time 

is generally determined as the time period for an added substance concentration to reach 95% 

homogenisation in its surrounding volume). Despite this, the findings of the pre-study show 

that the old converter has a more efficient decarburisation compared to the new converter. The 

concluded hypothesis is that the ferro static pressure around the reaction zone near the side 

nozzle is lowered with a lowered bath height causing a decreased partial pressure of the CO 

bubbles for the old converter. This implies that the benefit to chemical reactions due to a 

decreased partial pressure of CO outweighs the drawback to stirring due to a decreased bath 

height and governs the decarburisation rate, figure 2 (8).  

 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 
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Figure 2. The graph illustrates how the oxygen blowing time decreases when the refractory ages [7] fig 8. 

 

The results from the pre-study suggest further investigation on the matter to strengthen the 

hypothesis that thermodynamics have the biggest effect on decarburisation rate between an old 

and new converter. In brief, a full-scale project called VariAOD 2 (involving the companies 

Sandvik, Outokumpu, Swerim, Jernkontoret, KTH and Vinnova) intend to investigate two 

attempts to obtain the beneficial thermodynamic effects of an old converter into a new one. 

Namely, change of side-nozzle position in height and a slight inclination on the converter vessel 

respectively in means to decrease the distance between the nozzle and the steel bath height, 

figure 3. To be able to carry out the project it is important to understand the flow pattern and its 

behaviour. For this, it is necessary to understand how the injected gas behaves. More 

specifically, how the gas plume is distributed in the melt and how far into the melt the gas 

penetrates. In addition, since the goal of the full-scale project is to develop a model that provides 

insight on thermodynamic reactions and conditions it requires a coupling between numerical 

and thermodynamic modelling. Moreover, plant trials and measurement will be made to 

validate and get the final developed model as accurate as possible. This study is the first step to 

carry out the VariAOD 2 project. The flow structure when applying an inclination to the 

converter will be investigated by Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) modelling using 

ANSYS Fluent and validated with physical water modelling. 
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Figure 3. Schematic illustration of height change in side-nozzle position and inclination of converter. 

 

1.2 AIM 
The aim of this project is to develop a CFD model of a downscaled 75-ton AOD converter with 

side blowing where the mixing time and gas penetration depth will be examined when applying 

an inclination on the vessel. The numerical model will be validated through a downscaled water 

model where gas penetration depth and mixing time will be compared between the models.  

• The numerical model will be considered validated and ready for upscaling when 

deviation in both mixing time and penetration depth result between the models are 

below 10%. 

The vision is to get the model to represent the industrial AOD converter as accurately as 

possible from a fluid dynamic perspective in purpose to couple it with thermodynamic 

modelling in future work on VariAOD 2.   
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2 THEORY 

 

2.1 HORIZONTAL INJECTION OF GAS JET INTO LIQUID 
Compared to vertical bottom injection a horizontal injection will behave differently in terms of 

jet, bubbles, structure of plume and fluid dynamics. When a gas jet is injected horizontally 

through a submerged nozzle into a liquid bath it will penetrate the liquid a certain distance while 

expanding and losing speed. After a certain distance reached (penetration depth) the jet is 

governed by the vertical velocity component which causes the jet to break into a bubble swarm 

that moves upwards due to buoyancy effect. The penetration depth is dependent on several 

factor such as the gas flow rate, density, viscosity and other physical properties in the gas and 

liquid. The bubble swarm that rises will cause movement in the liquid and develop a fluid flow 

in the bath (9). Since the gas penetrates the liquid at a high flow rate the flow will be turbulent 

which provides good mixing and rapid mass transfer between the gas and the liquid. In addition, 

the bubble swarm provides with an increased area of contact between gases and melt (10). 

The dynamics of gas injected to liquid baths are very complex and it is very difficult to 

mathematically model the whole phenomena in detail. Therefore, it is usually divided into 

different geometric domains: The bubble length scale near the nozzle where more attention is 

put into the details of bubbles breaking up, coalescence etc. and the bath length scale for the 

entire bath where attention is put on e.g. how the gas flow rate affect the flow structure etc. The 

entire bath section is of importance due to the upward motion that causes recirculation that 

controls the mixing in the bath (11). There are different phenomena in a bath which are known 

as regimes that occurs depending on, among other things, the gas flow rate. Low gas flow rate 

creates a plume in the bath with individual bubbles that do not cooperate (bubble regime). An 

increase in gas flow rate will increase the turbulence in the plume resulting in coalescence and 

break ups between the bubbles (jet regime). Further increased gas flow rate gives a strong 

interaction between the bubbles and causes the gas jet to move through the liquid to the 

penetration depth before breaking up into bubble swarm (12), (13). 

The physical behaviour of horizontal injection of gas into liquid was studied with focus on the 

effect imposed by different liquid properties where different nozzle diameters and modified 

Froude numbers was tested. Since the movement of gas plume is dependent on equilibrium 

between gravity, inertia forces and buoyancy it is common to use the modified Froude number 

to characterize the behaviour of the jet injection. The Froude number is a criterion to reach 

dynamic similarity between water models and AOD converters (14). It was found that the jet 

expanded rapidly but at different rates between the liquids. The authors explain that the nozzle 

diameter did not have a significant role to the matter rather that the physical properties, 

specifically the density governed the behaviour of the gas jet expansion. Higher dense liquid 

resulted in more rapid expansion of gas jet. Further, it was seen that a consequence to this was 

that the rising bubbles also penetrated backwards floating close to the wall of the vessel which 

in practice could be the reason for erosion on refractory above the nozzles (10). Hoefele and 

Brimacombe studied the horizontal injection of gas jet into liquid for a wide range of gas flow 
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rates. As stated earlier, depending on the gas flow rate different regimes occurred where low 

and high gas flow rate causes bubble and jet regime respectively that could be described as a 

function of the modified Froude number and the ratio of gas to liquid densities and represented 

in a diagram. More important, the penetration length was measured and found to depend on 

these two factors according to the following derived equation 1 (15). 

 

0.35

0.4610.7 '
g

N

l

L Fr d




 
=  

 
 

 

Where 'Fr  is the modified Froude number see equation 2, L the penetration length, Nd  nozzle 

diameter and  the density with index g and l  for gas and liquid respectively. 
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Where Q  is the flowrate and g  is the gravitational force. 

Tilliander et al. developed a mathematical model in 2001 to predict the gas characteristics at 

the gas/steel interface such as non-isothermal heat transfer and fluid flow with intentions of 

creating an AOD model with more realistic boundary conditions at the nozzle outlet. The model 

was verified with Laser Doppler Anemometer (LDA) measurements on a full scale AOD and 

the authors concluded that they were able to determine the possible ranges for bubble frequency 

and temperature for the nozzle conditions. However, it was noted that the transformation of 

kinetic energy of gas into heat needed to be considered in order to determine the thermodynamic 

and physical phenomena where gas enters the steel (16). The authors further continued the work 

by verifying the model with LDA measurements regarding velocity and turbulent kinetic energy 

predictions in 2002 (17). It should be noted that the developed model only treated the injection 

of pure oxygen gas. However, later the authors used the model to study the effect of changes in 

ratio of argon to oxygen when injecting argon-oxygen gas mixtures through the nozzle. The 

work concluded that when calculating boundary conditions at the inlet of AOD converters the 

temperature and laminar kinematic viscosity could be held constant while the velocity, density, 

turbulent kinetic energy, and dissipation of the turbulent energy depended on the gas 

composition (18). Furthermore, in 2004 Tilliander et.al developed a mathematical model of gas 

injection in the AOD. The boundary conditions at the inlet was used from the authors previously 

developed model of industrial AOD nozzle and the newly developed model was based on the 

fundamental transport equations including two phase solution for steel and gas. The flow 

characteristics was compared to a scaled down physical model of the AOD and showed good 

similarities accordingly. The flow is seen to move upwards with the plume until reaching the 

Eq.1 

Eq.2 
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surface where it is moved away and downwards along the wall in the opposite side of the 

nozzles, figure 4 (19). However, it is worth mentioning that the model did not consider a slag 

phase and only took into account one nozzle whereas a more realistic case uses up to 4 or more 

nozzles. 

 

 

Figure 4. Velocity vectors at symmetry plane with one side blowing nozzle (m/s) (19), fig 5. 

 

Bjurström et al. studied the fluid flow and gas penetration in the AOD converter with physical 

water modelling in 2005. The work found that the penetration depth of gas was affected more 

by the increase of gas flow rate than the bath height whereas the fluid flow pattern was affected 

by both. The flow studies showed that at injection the gas expanded while penetrating the bath 

horizontally and after reaching its penetration depth it was directed upwards to the surface. Due 

to frictional forces between the water and the bubbles the fluid follows the bubbles towards the 

surface and then directed towards the wall at the opposite side of the nozzle where it flows 

down the wall and back to the nozzles, hence creating a recirculation. Similar to other studies, 

the penetration depth increased with an increased gas flow rate resulting in a recirculation closer 

to the wall opposite of the nozzles (20). Samuelsson et al. investigated if a change of the 

converters geometrical cross section could influence the performance, more specifically the 

decarburisation rate by studying the mixing time of water models. The authors downscaled a 

120-ton industrial converter into water models with different geometries, one circular and two 

oblong models. Linear scaling was used for geometry of the vessels and the dimensionless 

Froude number was used for scaling gas flow rates and nozzle dimensions. The work concluded 

that the influence of geometry on mixing time was small (21). Further, Ternstedt et al. studied 

the mixing time in a side blown converter using physical modelling where the work involved 

comparing two different diameters by studying the effect of varying different variables such as 

bath height and gas flow rate. Among the overall findings that the mixing time was influenced 

largely by the gas flow rates, bath height and almost negligible by the bath diameters the authors 
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presented a clever approach to calculating the theoretical mixing time involving Strouhal and 

Reynolds number. The final equation 3 is as follows and the theoretical calculations had a 

variation of +/- 20 % compare to the experimental mixing times (22).  

 

2 0.286 (Re )m gT D g Q −=  

 

Where mT  is mixing time, D is bath diameter, Re is the dimensionless Reynolds number, g the 

gravitational force and gQ  gas flowrate. 

Odenthal et al. simulated a side blown AOD converter with seven submerged side nozzles with 

a down scaled physical model as well as a mathematical model. The mixing time is found to 

depend on the ratio of the bath diameter and height and was found to increase with an increased 

ratio. Besides the conclusion that the penetration depth does not increase more than 

approximately 0.5 m and that the oscillation in the converter depends on the amount of inert 

gas injected there was some findings that could prove important for this work. Namely, an 

inclination angle may intensify homogenisation due to increased turbulence in the melt and that 

an increased blowing rate increases the forces and torques acting on the refractory. The flow 

structure was similar to as described by the earlier studies. When the gas was injected from the 

nozzles to the left side wall, they created a recirculation clockwise over the bath. However, it 

was also noticed that a smaller counter clockwise elliptical recirculation was obtained due to 

the distribution of the flow at the surface directing the fluid down the wall where the nozzles 

are placed (23). Wupperman et al. also experimented on the oscillations in the AOD both with 

physical and numerical models. They conclude that natural oscillation occurs in the process and 

can bring structural damage if it oscillates with a low frequency and high amplitude. Two 

frequencies were found namely a higher characteristic vessel frequency and a lower frequency 

obtained by sloshing motion of the free surface (24). It should be noted that the converter in 

these two studies are tilted to the opposite direction to what is intended in this project.   

Wei et al. developed an AOD CFD model in 2011 and studied the process when adding a top 

lance. It was found that the gas stirring causing the fluid flow characteristics did not change 

essentially by adding a gas jet from the top lance. However, it enhanced the turbulent kinetic 

energy and varied the local flow pattern of the liquid bath. A change of tuyere position and 

number was also studied and seemed to have little effect on the overall mixing pattern (25).  To 

the authors knowledge the first AOD model developed including a slag-phase solution and 

bubble swarm on an industrial AOD with 6 nozzles was by Tilliander et al. It is worth 

mentioning that besides predicting the fluid flow, turbulence and bubble characteristics the 

model could also predict fluid-slag dispersion (26). The model was further enhanced by 

Andersson et al. where a three-phase three-dimensional model was developed in CFD and 

coupled with thermodynamic modelling. The model intends to describe the reactions during the 

first step of the AOD process and was validated through a series of papers where the authors 

solved transport and thermodynamic equations using PHEONICS and Thermo-Calc. The 

Eq.3 
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papers include the effect of changes in thermodynamic setup, effect of slag on decarburisation 

and the effect of temperature on decarburisation. The authors concluded the bath had large 

carbon gradients at the first stage of decarburisation which later evened out in a matter of 

minutes, a low Ferro static pressure is favourable for faster decarburisation and that a reduced 

amount of rigid top slag could increase the Carbon Removal Efficiency (CRE). In addition, 

under the assumptions made in their study a higher starting temperature increased the CRE 

during the initial stage of decarburisation (27), (28), (29), (30).  

 

2.2 SIMILARITY CRITERIA 

To increase accuracy between physical modelling and the actual system there are some 

requirements between similarities that needs to be considered for high quality results. In 

metallurgical process geometric, dynamic, kinetic, thermal, chemical and dimensional 

similarity is of relevance and should be handled carefully (31).  

 

2.2.1 Geometric 

The shape between the system and the model is represented in the geometric similarity and is 

acquired when the length ratio is the same everywhere between the model and the system. 

However, creating a perfect copy of the real system is almost impossible and therefore it is 

usual to focus on the critical dimensions when scaling to a model (31). 

 

2.2.2 Dynamic similarity 

Dynamic similarities involve achieving similarity of forces at a certain time between the 

systems where some expressions of these forces are: hydrostatic forces, inertia, mass forces, 

buoyancy, friction, viscosity and gravitational force. Usually a ratio between these forces are 

defined and can be dimensionless or dimensional where achieving similarity between these in 

the different models is considered as achieving dynamic similarity (31). Froude’s number 

mentioned earlier and Reynold’s number which is mentioned later on in the report are examples 

of these dimensionless numbers that is generally used to obtain dynamic similarities. 

 

2.2.3 Kinematic similarity 

This criterion treats the similarity of motion between the models and is therefore affected by 

the geometrical similarity. Velocities should achieve a certain fixed ratio between model and 

system when geometrical similarity is reached and is therefore varied when changing the design 

of the model. For example, an increase of nozzle diameter decreases the velocity of the gas flow 

passing through if the same flow rate is maintained which in turn will reduce the penetration 

length of the gas injected into the liquid thus affecting the flow patterns inside the liquid bath. 
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However, due to the volatile environment in stainless steel making converters there are 

currently no existing techniques to measure or observe the actual motion of the flow inside 

meaning no actual assurance on kinematic similarity (32).  

 

2.2.4 Thermal similarity 

Thermal similarity is achieved when temperatures are equal in a fixed ratio at specific locations 

and the heat flux is the same between the models. This similarity is considered difficult to 

achieve due to heat transfer is possible through conduction, convection and radiation resulting 

in more complex system. It should be noted that thermal similarity is impossible when 

modelling liquid steel with water (31). 

 

2.2.5 Chemical similarity 

The requirements for chemical similarity are that random locations in the system requires same 

chemical reaction rate as the model at these designated locations and that the reactions occur at 

the same time in both system and model (31). 

 

2.2.6 Dimensional similarity 

Dimensional similarity requires two similar systems achieving equal results regardless of what 

to measure or monitor. This implies that results can be converted between the systems with 

dimensionless numbers (32). 

 

2.3 COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS AND GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
There are three governing principles that covers the physical aspect of any fluid flow: mass 

conservation, Newton's second law and the first law of thermodynamics that energy is 

conserved. These principles can be expressed by mathematical differential equations and with 

CFD it is possible to replace these equations with numbers and advance them to numerical 

description of flow fields. Meaning that it solves the differential equations numerically with a 

computer and is therefore an essential tool for optimizing, solve problems and understanding 

the fundamental characteristics regarding fluid flow (33).   

When applying the conservation of mass law to fluid flow the resulting equation is called 

continuity equation meaning that when it is applied to a fluid passing through an infinitesimal 

fixed control volume, the mass that flows in is equal to the mass that flows out or the decrease 

in mass flow rate inside the control volume, equation 4-5 (33), (34). 
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Where,   is density, t  is the time and v  velocity. The first term in Eq.4 represents the density 

change over time and the adjective term, the second term is the control volumes net mass 

flowrate and the convective term.  

Newton's second law: net force acting on a fluid is equal to the mass of the fluid element times 

the acceleration applied to a fluid passing an infinitesimal control volume results in the 

momentum equation. The equation can be rearranged to be described by the Navier-stokes 

equation and is seen in the following equations at x, y and z directions for the Cartesian 

coordinate system, Eq.6-8 (33), (34). 
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Where,   is density, v  is velocity,  is stress, P is pressure, t  the time and f the body force 

per unit mass acting on fluid element. 

If an infinitesimal control volume is considered and the first law of thermodynamics is applied: 

energy cannot be generated or destroyed, then there should be a constant energy in this control 

volume when a fluid is passing through. However, the energy in the control volume can be 

converted from one form to another thus the energy equation 9 states that there is equilibrium 

between the variation of energy in the system and the heat added plus the work done on the 

system (33), (34). 

Eq.4 

Eq.5 

Eq.6 

Eq.7 

Eq.8 
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Where,   is density, v  is velocity,   is stress, t  is time, f  is the body force per unit mass 

acting on fluid element, q  is the volumetric heat addition per unit mass, k  the thermal 

conductivity 

2

2

V
 is the kinetic energy and e  the internal energy per unit mass.  

For this project ANSYS Fluent is used which is a CFD-program that uses local conservation 

and discretization method that is based on the finite-volume method (FVM). FVM solves the 

numerical equations by dividing a computational domain into small sub-domains called cells 

and rewrites the partial derivatives in the governing equations into a set of linear algebraic 

equations at each computational cell which are then solved numerically in an iterative way (35). 

 

2.4 EULER-EULER MODEL (EE) 
When modelling of multiple phases such as gas, solid and liquid ANSYS FLUENT provides 

with among several models the Eulerian model that allows for interaction between separate 

phases where the number of secondary phases is limited only by convergence behaviour and 

memory requirements. The basic idea is that model can for example share a single pressure 

between the different phases and solve the governing equations for each phase separately which 

are coupled with the pressure interphase exchange coefficients. It includes all k- ε turbulence 

models and has several interphase drag coefficient functions available for various multiphase 

regimes (36), (37). The Eulerian-Eulerian approach is commonly used when modelling 

multiphase flow system and is used in this project. 

 

Eq.9 
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2.5 TURBULENT FLOW AND MATHEMATICAL TURBULENT MODELS 
Fluids flow differently depending on certain conditions and characteristics of the fluid. Same 

as in the horizontal injection it could be divided into different flow regimes that occurs due to 

variation of these parameters. The first regime where the fluid layers flow in parallel and do not 

mix called laminar flow. Here the velocity remains constant at any location of the vessel which 

the fluid flows through. The second regime where mixing do occur between the fluid layers and 

curls appears or “eddies” and is called turbulent flow see figure 5 (38). 

 

 

Figure 5. Laminar (under) and turbulent flow (over). 

 

What determines if the flow is laminar or turbulent is the ratio of inertial to viscous forces in a 

flow system which is quantified as the Reynolds number defined as follows Eq.10: 

 

Re
uL

v
=  

 

Where u  is the fluid average velocity, L  is the characteristic length of the system e.g. the 

diameter in a pipe and v  the kinematic viscosity (38). The Reynolds number is dimensionless 

and express the ratio between viscous and inertial forces. The inertial forces characterise the 

fluids velocity change if acting outside forces are neglected. Fluids with high or low inertial 

forces will resist velocity changes or respectively vary the velocity when internal/external 

forces act on it. Viscous forces in a fluid prevents the fluid to flow when applying external 

forces that could influence it (38), (39).  

The critical Reynolds value for a flow in a vessel will determine if the flow is turbulent or 

laminar e.g. for pipes a Reynolds below 2000 and above 3000 is laminar and turbulent 

respectively (38). 

When dealing with fluid flows in large scale liquid metal processing turbulence flow is 

dominant and therefore has a key role in metallurgical process modelling. The Navier-Stokes 

Eq.10 
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equation can be used to calculate turbulence. However, since turbulence bestow of mixing and 

motion of wide range eddy sizes it is difficult and time consuming to use Navier-Stokes for 

large computational domains. The problem is usually resolved by generally employing the time 

averaged form in Navier-Stokes and approximate the Reynold stresses with turbulence models 

(40). In order to simulate the turbulence in CFD models for processing operations it is necessary 

to use the correct turbulence model (40), (12). The appropriate model for this project is the two 

equations k-ε model. 

 

2.6 K - ΕPSILON 
The most popular and widely used eddy viscosity models are two-equation models that solves 

two separate transport equations to determine length and velocity scales for eddy viscosity. 

Furthermore, among these models the most popular is the k- ε model which solves the turbulent 

kinetic energy (k) and dissipation rate for turbulent kinetic energy (ε) transport equations (41). 

To date, there are three different k- ε models namely: Standard, Realizable and Renormalization 

Group (RNG) which all solves the transport equations mentioned above. The two latter named 

models are modified versions of the Standard model where the transport equation for the 

turbulent dissipation rate is adjusted due to some limitations (41), (42). 

 

2.6.1 Standard k- ε 

This model is proven to be a useful way to characterize turbulent flows with kinetic turbulence 

energy per unit mass of fluid and is one of the most outstanding model to describe turbulence 

in bulk flow. As stated, the model is built on the assumption that the turbulent kinetic energy 

change rate (k) in a fluid element is a function Eq.11 of the turbulence energy and velocity 

gradients in the fluid minus the function defining the rate of dissipation of turbulent energy (ε) 

Eq.12.  In addition, the relation between kinetic energy of turbulence and the effective turbulent 

kinematic viscosity Eq.13 (38), (41), (42).  
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Where all C  with the different indexes are constants and   for turbulence kinetic energy and 

turbulence dissipation rate are Prandtls turbulence numbers. 

The constants from the expression for dissipation rate are empirical and depends to some extent 

on the geometry of the flow system. However, for the standard model there are some 

recommended values for the constants (38). The disadvantage for this assumption is that the 

flow is fully turbulent during the derivation from the Navier-Stokes equation meaning that the 

model could only be applied for turbulent flows. The model also over predicts the k values 

because it does not include the influence of strain rate on turbulence. Despite this, it does predict 

the turbulent shear flow very well and is widely used in turbulence modelling (41), (42).  

 

2.6.2 RNG k- ε model 

The RNG model is modified from the standard model where the derivation from the 

instantaneous Navier-Stokes equation enables better predictions on recirculation lengths 

meaning that it approximates situations such as high curvature streamlines better and provides 

a higher accuracy for swirl flows. The expression for the model is represented in the same way 

as for the standard model but with a slight change in the coefficient for dissipation rate. The 

RNG model includes a parameter which denotes the mean strain rate of the flow and uses an 

analytical method for calculating the Prandtl numbers instead of using constant values. In 

addition, contrary to the standard model the RNG model include predictions for laminar flows 

(41), (42), (43), (44). 

 

2.6.3 Realizable k- ε model 

Similar to the RNG model the Realizable model have different dissipation rate equation. 

Furthermore, the Realizable model uses a different eddy viscosity formulation where the 

viscosity variable is no longer constant but rather calculated as a function with terms for mean 

rate of rotation and strain tensor. The model provides a superior accuracy for flows involving 

rotation, separation and recirculation (41), (45), (46). 
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3 METHOD 

3.1 FLOW CHART OF METHOD 

 

Figure 6. Flow chart of method procedure. 

 

Figure 6 above illustrates the workflow for the method procedure to reach the aim of this 

project. The first step is to create a downscaled water model of the AOD converter proposed 

for this work and run experiments to determine a mixing time and a penetration length. Further, 

the parameters from the water model will be used as input variables for a CFD model in 

FLUENT to get as accurate representation as possible. The penetration length and mixing time 

will be simulated in FLUENT for comparison with the results from the water model. The CFD 

model is considered to be validated when the results from the two cases are similar. The 

theoretical penetration length will also be calculated according to Eq.1 and compared along 

with the other results. 

 

3.2 PHYSICAL MODEL 
Physical modelling was carried out in an already existing 1:4.6 linearly downscaled 120-ton 

AOD converter tank. However, this study applied the tanks dimension to match a proposed 75-

ton industrial AOD converter with six nozzles. The scaling was done linearly with a scale factor 

of 1:5.33. The model is made from Plexiglas with six nozzle holes placed at the side of the tank 

see figure 7 and the nozzles were 3D printed to match the specified dimensions. However, this 

experiment only used two nozzles and the two centred inlets were chosen. 
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Figure 7. Schematic figure of physical model. 

 

 

3.2.1 Scaling 

Since the water model is not manufactured after the dimensions of the proposed converter for 

this case, achieving geometrical similarity was more complex than usual. The scale factor was 

determined by the diameters between the two models. However, due to presence of refractory 

blocks in the real system causing asymmetry it was determined that the geometry could not be 

considered as a cylinder which is the case for the physical model. Thus, a hydraulic diameter 

was calculated for each course in the industrial converter according to equation 14 and further 

averaged between all the chosen courses, see figure 8, to obtain the final diameter of the real 

system. This led to a scale factor of 1:5.33. 

 

4
H

A
D

P
=  

 

Where 
HD  is the Hydraulic diameter, A  is the cross-sectional area and P is the wetted 

perimeter of the section. 

 

Eq.14 
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Figure 8. Illustration of refractory blocks and the hydraulic diameter of each refractory course. 

 

The proposed total flow rate for the industrial converter was 95 [Nm3/min] and was recalculated 

for the water model with equation 15 (21). It should be noted that although only two nozzles 

are used the gas flow rate is calculated for 1 of six nozzles in order to obtain a more realistic 

penetration length. 

 

( )5/2

f

m

Q
Q


=   

 

Where, Q  is the gas flow rate,   is the scale factor, model and full scale are marked with index 

m and f  respectively. 

Thereafter, the flow rate was used in the dimensionless modified Froude number, Eq. 2 to scale 

down the nozzle diameter. The informative variables and units of the converter and the model 

are presented in table 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Eq.15 
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Table 1. Available physical model parameters. 

Parameters Symbol Unit Converter Model 

Scale   - 1:1 1:5,33 

Liquid steel/water mass m ton 75 0,158 

Vessel tilting angle   °               N/a    0, 5.5, 14 

Number of side-wall nozzles n - 6 2 

Inner diameter of side-wall nozzles dn m 0,017 0,0046 

Density of melt/water l  kg/m3 7033 998 

Density of Oxygen, Nitrogen -mix/Air g  kg/m3 1.41 1,293 

Gas flow rate (total) totQ  Nm3/min 95 1,44 

Gas flow rate 1/6 Nozzles Q  Nm3/min 15,8 0,24 

Modified Froude number ´Fr  - 1001,9 1001,9 

Kinematic viscosity   m2/s 9,30E-07 1,00E-06 

  
  

    (1600 [k])        (20 [k]) 

Reynolds Re - 2.13E+07   1,10E+06 

 

 

3.2.2 Experimental procedure 

The model was filled with water to simulate steel due to their similar viscosities and air was 

injected from the bottom side to simulate Oxygen/Nitrogen/Argon. As stated earlier, the air was 

blown in from two nozzles which were placed centrally and connected to separate flow meters 

for control over the gas flow rate. A mechanical construction was built to tilt the converter and 

during the experiment the whole setup was placed in an acrylic glass box filled with water for 

optical distortion compensation. It should be noted that the mechanical construction was only 

used for the tilting purpose, figure 9. The penetration length was filmed with a high-speed 

camera during the experiments and measured optically afterwards.  

To measure the mixing time NaCl-solution was poured manually at a tracer point near the wall 

of the vessel while conductivity measurements were taken with a conductivity meter connected 

to two conductivity probes placed at the bottom near the wall opposite of the nozzles (P9), and 

near the wall in between the first probe and the nozzles (P10) as illustrated in figure 10. In 

addition, the tracer was injected after the flow was fully developed. The concentration of the 

solution was 20 wt% NaCl and the bath water was controlled to be 25 °C for each try since the 

viscosity of the water changes with temperature. Furthermore, the conductivity was measured 

with an interval of 1 [s]. 
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Figure 9. Physical model set-up with mechanical construction for tilting purpose. 

 

 

Figure 10. Schematic drawing of physical model set-up. 

 

The experiments were carried out for three inclination angles: 0°, 5.5°, 14° whereas the 

penetration length was only measure for the 0°. The mixing time was measured three times for 

all three angles. The experimental mixing time was determined as the period for the 

conductivity to reach 95 % of its homogenized value. In addition, the mixing time was 

determined as the average of the longest time period measured by any given probe. Further, the 

penetration length calculated from Eq1 and Eq.16 (20) was included for comparison.  
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1

33.7* * 'NL d Fr=  

 

Where Nd  is the side nozzle diameter and 'Fr  is the modified Froude number. 

 

3.3 NUMERICAL MODEL  

3.3.1 General CFD Procedure 

 

 

Figure 11. Flow chart of CFD procedure 

 

Figure 11 above illustrates the general steps towards simulation in ANSYS FLUENT and will 

be described below. The first step for creating a simulation is to create a geometry that will be 

the domain where one defines a fluid or solid. The geometry can be imported as an existing 

geometry or created through a built-in program called DesignModeler (DM). In this case a fluid 

domain was created with DM. The next step is to create a mesh for the geometry were a grid 

with cells of optional size is applied to the domain. The size of the grid cells is chosen manually 

and can also vary for different parts of the domain. The section also involves designating 

surfaces such as inlet, outlet and walls etc. When meshing of the geometry is done the set-up 

of the simulation is needed. This section involves determining all the settings for the simulation 

including models whereas the models chosen depends on the simulation. Some examples are 

the Multiphase Euler-Euler model and the different turbulence models which are used for this 

case where multiphase flow is simulated. Further, the selection of materials alongside its 

properties such as density, viscosity and phases are determined as well as the boundary 

conditions for the defined surfaces. Examples on boundary conditions are inlet velocity, 

temperature and no slip conditions for the walls etc. When finishing the set-up calculation 

settings is configured before calculating where the time step number and size is determined 

including the number of iterations per time step. As seen in figure 11 above adjustments are 

made continually in the different steps to avoid and solve errors. 

 

Eq.16 
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3.4 METHOD CFD MODEL 
 

3.4.1 Geometry 

The domain used in the simulations are created in DesignModeler and is sized as the water 

model seen in the physical model setup, scale 1:1 see figure 12. The cut off box inside the 

domain is designed for a finer mesh since it is the region where the plume of the gas injection 

will rise and may need more cells for convergence during the simulation. The model was cut in 

half where the cut of wall was set to symmetry in order to save computational time. 

 

 

Figure 12. Geometry used in simulation, scale 1:1 with physical model. 

 

3.4.2 Mesh 

The domain was meshed using tetrahedral cells where sizing was applied for the space created 

for the plume. The sizing of the cells was set to maximum 6.82e-3 m in the box which resulted 

in 4941575 elements and 848691 nodes that was converted into 849071 polyhedral cells in the 

“set-up”. Figure 13 illustrates the meshed domain.  
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Figure 13. Mesh with tetrahedral cells. 

 

3.4.3 Numerical setup 

The entire domain was set to a fluid, the volume fraction of air was set to 1 in the domain and 

then the region of the water was later patched in. The inlet was set to a volume fraction 1 of air 

and the boundary conditions are presented in table 2. A velocity inlet was converted from the 

rescaled flow rate and used with walls treated as stationary walls with no slip condition. The 

outlet was set to a pressure outlet with an air backflow of 1. 

 

Table 2. List of Boundary conditions used in set-up. 

Boundary Boundary conditions 

Inlet Velocity inlet 

  Velocity: 240 [m/s] 

  Fluid: 100 % air 

  Turbulent intensity: 5 % 

  Turbulent viscosity ratio: 10 

Outlet Pressure outlet 

  Back flow volume fraction air: 1 

  Back flow turbulent intensity: 5% 

  Back flow turbulent viscosity ratio: 10 

  Gauge pressure: 0 

Walls Stationary walls 

  No slip condition 
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The material used was water and air as in the water model and the fluid constants are set to 

default where the specific value of density and viscosity could be seen in table 3. The Euler 

Euler multiphase model (EE) was used with the realizable k-ε turbulence model. The near wall 

flow was described by the standard wall functions. In addition, gravity was set to -9.81 [m2/s] 

in the z direction. The solution methods are presented in table 4. A fixed time step was set with 

a time step size of 0.01 seconds. 

 

Table 3. Important material parameters for material and turbulence model set-up. 

Fluid Constants   Parameters for turbulence model 

Air ρ : 1.225 [kg/m3]   C2ε 1,9 

  µ : 1.789e-05 [kg/ms]   σk 1 

water ρ : 998.2 [kg/m3]   σε  1,2 

  µ : 0.001003 [kg/ms]   Dispersion Prandtl number 0,75 

    

 

Table 4. List of Solution method. 

Solution methods   

Scheme Phase couple simple 

Gradient Least square based 

Pressure Presto 

Momentum First order upwind 

Volume fraction First order upwind 

Turbulent kinetic energy First order upwind 

Turbulent dissipation rate First order upwind 

 

 

3.4.4 Mixing time and Penetration length 

To simulate the mixing time a region corresponding 300 ml water was patched into the melt 

after the simulation had run for 30 seconds and a fully developed flow was considered, figure 

14. A user defined scalar (UDS) was created to represent the water patched into the 300 ml 

region.  Further, a user defined function (UDF) which solves the turbulence diffusivity was 

programmed according to the following equations, Eq.17-19 and compiled into FLUENT for 

use in the scalar (47), (48). This allows a mass weighted average plot over time for the UDS. 

After 35 seconds the flow was considered fully developed. Each case needed 7 days to simulate. 

At this time all the equations used for the simulations are set to fixed accept the UDS in order 

to save computational time when calculating mixing time. The mixing time was simulated for 

two monitor points placed as in the physical model and was considered as the largest time.  
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Where   is an arbitrary scalar, iu  the velocity,   the density and  the diffusion coefficient 

which is defined as a molecular and turbulent part for turbulent flow computed in the following 

form: 

 

m t =  +  

 

t
m

t

D
SC


 = +  

 

here, 
mD  is the molecular mass diffusivity, tSC  stands for turbulent Schmidt number ( t

tD




 

where is t  is turbulent viscosity and 
tD  turbulent diffusivity)  set to default (0.7). Note, that 

ANSYS FLUENT defines turbulence mass diffusion as  * 
tD  

 

 

Figure 14. Illustration of tracer addition in simulation (red circle). 

 

Eq.17 

Eq.19 

Eq.18 
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As for the method to measure penetration depth, two different methods was found from 

previous similar work namely: one where it is determined to be 80 % of the volume fraction 

gas and the other where the depth is measured as the furthest the gas jet reaches into the liquid 

(49), (50), (51). 

The penetration length was measured by plotting the volume fraction of air over position in the 

nozzle centreline including lines 1, 3, 5 cm above the nozzle and was determined as the farthest 

distance reached by the injected gas in these lines. The lines of which the penetration length as 

well as the monitoring points for the mixing time were measured are illustrated in figure 15. 

 

 

Figure 15. Schematic illustration of monitoring points and lines for mixing time and penetration length respectively. 

 

The simulations for the inclined models were executed in the same matter as described above 

with the minor change of rotating the domain with the desired angle. However, there was no 

penetration length measurements for these simulations.  
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4 RESULTS 

4.1 MIXING TIME 
The mixing time was determined as illustrated in figure 16. The dotted lines represent the 5 % 

deviation of fully homogenised salt solution concentration in the tank. The mixing time is 

considered as the time where the latest intersection between the curve and the dotted lines occur 

and where fluctuation of the curve does not exceed the 5 % limit. The determined mixing time 

for all cases are given in table 5 and figure 17. The results show a trend were inclination angle 

gives better stirring leading to a decreased mixing time. Both models show a trend that mixing 

times in the inclination cases are shorter than the 0 ° case. Note that there is a standard deviation 

on mixing time for the physical model. The deviation is 12.7, 8.2 and 16.3 % for the respective 

cases: 0, 5.5 and 14 °.  

 

 

Figure 16. Illustration of method to determine mixing time, red arrow indicating mixing time. 

 

Table 5. Mixing time for both physical and numerical model. 

Mixing time [s]     

Inclination angle [°] Physical model  Simulation 

0 17.00 ± 2.16 11.3 

5.5 15.33 ± 1.25 11.1 

14 15.33 ± 2.50 9.5 
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Figure 17. Graph show mixing time with standard deviations. (W and red colour=Physical model, S and black colour=CFD 
simulation) 

 

4.2 PENETRATION LENGTH 
The penetration length for the physical model was determined after investigating 3000 pictures 

of film. Due to a pulsating behaviour figure 18 and visual difficulties at the nozzle centreline 

the penetration length was measured on 30 points with 100 pictures span at three levels above 

the nozzle centreline namely 1,3 and 5 cm, figure 19. During 3 seconds of high speed filming 

the pulses were counted to 34 pulses giving a frequency of 11 Hz. The average including 

standard deviations were taken out of the measurements and are presented in figure 20 and table 

6 including the theoretical and simulated penetration lengths whereas the simulated penetration 

length is measured as described in the method and are illustrated in fig 21-24. The graphs 

illustrate the volume fraction of air along the nozzle centreline and the respective centimetres 

above. It should be noted that the curves do not end at exactly 0.6 m due to the penetration of 

the nozzle tip in the vessel. The red line indicates the penetration length which is where the 

volume fraction of air is approximately zero. 

The results from the physical model show that the higher above the nozzle-centreline the deeper 

the penetration. In addition, only the measurements 1 cm above the centreline for the simulation 

is located in the deviation span when compared to the water model results whereas the 3 cm 

and 5 cm above are deviating with a 3.8 % and 5 % from the span respectively. The theoretical 

value derived as Eq.1 have similar results to the simulation penetration length at the nozzle-

centreline with a deviation of 13.7 % in comparison to the semi eimperical equation, Eq.16 

which had large error margin. Further, when tilting the vessel, it was possible to see the 

oscillations and how the sloshing motion in the surface was intensified. This was even more 

noticeable with the 14° angle trials.   
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Figure 18. Displaying one pulse. Left: show at the beginning of the pulse, right: pulse have pushed the gas to a maximum. 
(orange arrows illustrate the distance of penetration.) 

 

 

Figure 19. Illustrates the distances measured above the nozzle following 1, 3, 5 cm above nozzle with arrows indicating 
where the penetration length is determined. 
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Figure 20. Graph for penetration length measured in different models including range for standard deviation in physical 
model measurements. 

 

Table 6. List of results from penetration depth measurements. 

Penetration depth [cm], Flow rate 0.24 [m3/min]     

Position above nozzle-centreline 
[cm] 

Theoretical 
Eq.1 

Theoretical 
Eq.16 Physical model Simulation 

0 11.59 17.11 N/A 10 

1 N/A N/A 12.56 ±1.370 11.5 

3 N/A N/A 15.46 ±1.375 13.5 

5 N/A N/A 16.60 ±1.357 14.4 
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Figure 21. Simulated penetration length at nozzle-centre line (red line indicating penetration depth). 

 

 

Figure 22. Simulated penetration length 1 cm above nozzle-centre line (red line indicating penetration depth). 
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Figure 23. Simulated penetration length 3 cm above nozzle-centre line (red line indicating penetration depth). 

 

 

Figure 24. Simulated penetration length 5 cm above nozzle-centre line (red line indicating penetration depth). 
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4.3 FLOW  
 

4.3.1 0 ° angle 

For easier understanding of illustrations below, figure 25 will demonstrate the coordinate plane 

for which the respective graphs will be presented on. 

 

 

Figure 25. Graphical aid for visualising following result figures. 

 

Figure 26 show the volume fraction of water at the nozzle-plane after 35 seconds of simulation 

time. The figure illustrates a steady plume with no individual bubbles causing elevation of the 

water surface directly above. The flow is considered fully developed and at a steady state. Also 

the plume does not reach the wall of the vessel. 
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Figure 26. Volume fraction of water at 0 ° angle at nozzle plane. 

 

Figure 27 show the velocity vectors of the water in in a fully developed flow at the nozzle-

plane. The water is dragged with the plume up to the surface where it is forced down the wall 

opposite of the nozzle along the surface and then back to the plume creating a circulation in the 

middle of the vessel. It can also be seen that the water which is dragged up to the surface creates 

a smaller counter-clockwise circulation along the wall where the nozzles are placed similar to 

figure 5. Figure 28 illustrates path lines in 3D to describe the flow structure. 

 

 

Figure 27. Velocity arrows of water displaying flow direction, 0 ° angle at nozzle plane. 
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Figure 28. 3D illustration of flow path, velocity path lines of water in 0 ° angle. 

 

4.3.2 5.5 ° angle 

Figure 29 shows the volume fraction of air at the nozzle-plane after 35 seconds of simulation 

time. Similar to the 0 ° case the plume rises and elevates the surface up above where it has 

reached a steady state position. The rising plume is close to the wall at the nozzle-side however 

has yet not reached it.  

 

 

Figure 29.  Volume fraction of water at 5.5 ° angle at nozzle plane. 

Figure 30 illustrates the velocity vectors of the water at the nozzle-plane. The water is dragged 

up to the surface and down at the opposite-wall creating a circulation very similar to the 0 ° 

case. However, it is noted that the counter-clockwise circulation along the nozzle-side is 
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smaller. Figure 31 illustrates path lines in 3D to describe the flow structure which is very similar 

to 0 ° case. 

 

 

Figure 30. Velocity arrows of water displaying flow direction, 5.5 ° angle at nozzle plane. 

 

 

Figure 31. 3D illustration of flow path, velocity path lines of water in 5.5 ° angle.  
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4.3.3 14 ° angle 

Figure 32 show the volume fraction of water at the nozzle-plane after 35 seconds of simulation 

time. Similar to the other angles the flow is steady with a steady plume without any large 

individual bubbles. However, it clear that the plume is rising along the wall.  

 

 

Figure 32. Volume fraction of water at 14 ° angle at nozzle plane. 

 

Figure 33 show the velocity vectors of the water in in a fully developed flow at the nozzle-

plane. Similar to the other cases the water is dragged with the plume to the surface and then 

forced to the opposite wall and back creating a circular motion. However, the inclination angle 

affects the surface causing the circulation in the middle to appear more deformed than in the 0 

° case. Further, there is no counter-clockwise circulation in this case. Figure 34 illustrates the 

flow structure of the water in 3D. The flow path is mostly similar to the 0 ° case with a small 

exception at the bottom before it flows up along the opposite of the nozzle wall. Here it can be 

seen a small swirl is rotating around the y axis.     
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Figure 33. Velocity arrows of water displaying flow direction, 14 ° angle at nozzle plane. 

 

 

Figure 34. 3D illustration of flow path, velocity path lines of water in 14 ° angle. 
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5 DISCUSSION 

 

5.1 SIMILARITY BETWEEN THE PHYSICAL MODEL AND THE CONVERTER 
As mentioned before the geometric similarity between the model and the converter is not perfect 

due to geometry differences and the need to calculate a hydraulic diameter. Furthermore, the 

vessel was scaled from a larger converter which lead to a non-functional bath height when 

applying the dimensions of the proposed converter. This was treated by adding a custom bath 

height using the ratio of the length between the converter bath height and bottom to the 

converter nozzle height and bottom and applied it to the water model. The scale factor was 

calculated to 1:5.24 leading to a well achieved geometric similarity. In addition, the nozzle 

diameter is to large if the ratio of the geometric dimensions is considered. However, it is more 

important to acquire the characteristics of the forming gas stream in the nozzle than its actual 

size. 

As for the dynamic similarity, the fluids that are used in both systems are different and therefore 

pose different affecting forces i.e. surface forces and Reynolds number. The Reynolds number 

requires the exact velocity of the gas inside the liquid bath and is for that reason very difficult 

to determine. Therefore, it is calculated inside the nozzle for both systems and presented in 

table 1. As can be seen the Reynolds number are very high in both systems and even though 

they differ it is important to notice that they are according to (38) turbulent. The modified 

Froude number was calculated according to Eq.2 and are equal for both systems regarding 

specific air flow rate and nozzle sizes and can therefore claim that the velocity profiles are the 

same. With that in mind and the fact that the fluids have similar kinematic viscosity it is 

determined that the model describes the converter well enough regarding dynamic similarity. 

The model cannot fulfil thermal similarity requirements due to large difference in temperature 

of the fluids. With this stated, the melt flow rate of the converter can be investigated using the 

water model and the penetration length and a mixing time can be determined. However, since 

the water model only uses two nozzles the mixing time will not represent the industrial 

converter mixing but is still important since it can show a pattern on how the mixing is affected 

by tilting the converter.   

 

5.2 PENETRATION LENGTH 
As stated before, due to fluctuation created by pulses the gas penetration for the physical model 

was measured during several pictures resulting in a standard deviation. Initially when a gas is 

injected into a liquid the large density ratio cause pressure differences keeping the gas from 

overcoming inertia forces in the liquid. This creates large pressure pulsations that forms at the 

back of the nozzle exit until the accumulated pressure of the gas is high enough to penetrate the 

liquid (13). In addition, due to instabilities of the flow local contractions of the jet appear which 

are countered by the compressible nature forces of the jet creating small amplitude bulges. 

These bulges stack up and creates shock waves that accumulate energy until it is released and 
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reflected backwards which impacts the nozzle tip creating a bubble disc around the nozzle 

outlet. Consequently, this transmit oscillating pressures that affect the upstreaming jet (52). 

This occur periodically and is the reason for the pulsating behaviour. 

As mentioned earlier, due to the visual difficulties and human errors the gas penetration was 

measured in slight distances above the nozzle-centreline. In the physical model, the further up 

from the nozzle the more the pulses affected the plume giving it a very fluctuating behaviour 

compared to the numerical model where the plume was stable. This should be considered when 

discussing the results since it is possible to get shorter penetration lengths higher up above the 

nozzle and larger standard deviation ranges if more pictures were measured. However, the 

deviation range from all three positions above the nozzle were very similar and therefore 30 

measurements was determined to be enough. Despite this, the numerical penetration length 

showed acceptable error margins when comparing the measurements 3 and 5 cm above the 

nozzle with the water model. With that said, the numerical model is considered to represent the 

penetration length well with the acceptation that the instability of the plume is not modelled 

due to choice of EE model or turbulence model which is explained later. Despite this, it is 

possible to get even more accurate results if the physical experiments are carried out where only 

one nozzle is used with a better camera view on the nozzle centre line for comparison with the 

numerical model results. In addition, no mesh grid analysis on the CFD model has been 

performed due to lack of time and could also determine if the mesh is good enough for the 

simulation. If the mesh does not approve, then this would also be a reason for the slight 

deviation on the penetration length between the models. 

Since the Eulerian model in the EE approach solves the governing equations for each phase 

separately it poses some limitations with the accuracy of tracking the interface between the 

different phases in each cell. For these reasons we see a steady plume and not a fluctuating 

plume with details of individual bubbles. The latter is possible to model if the volume of fluid 

model (VOF) is used which specialises at tracking a surface between fluids. Compared with the 

Eulerian model, in the VOF the fluids share a single set of momentum equations and the volume 

fraction of each fluid is tracked in each cell throughout the domain (37). However, the VOF 

model severely increases simulation time. In addition, the fluctuations will cause difficulties in 

measuring a penetration length (49). 

The penetration length has been defined by the volume fraction of the gas by many previous 

authors as mentioned earlier. However, the definition used in (50) where the 0.8 volume fraction 

is determined as the depth of gas penetration seemed vague without any clear explanation. It 

was therefore decided to have the furthest distance as the penetration length in this project. 

There are some differences between two derived equations on penetration length and the CFD 

result, one showed rather similar results to the CFD values whereas the other was very far off. 

The equation derived by Hoefele and Brimacombe (15) had the best similarity and is also the 

equation referred to in the majority articles involving penetration length of gas into liquid 

according to the authors knowledge. The equation includes the density ratio and is therefore 

assumed to be more accurate. 
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5.3 MIXING TIME 
The results for CFD showed a decrease in mixing time with larger applied inclination angle and 

that trend could also be one possibility for the physical model mixing time. However, the 

standard deviations on the physical model make it possible to spot a trendline that is constant 

and could also imply that the mixing time is the same for all the cases. Therefore, it is important 

to note that the standard deviation for the physical model could mean that the results for these 

specific trials between the different cases are rather similar with a small decrease in mixing 

time for larger applied inclination angles. To counter this and reach more accurate mixing time 

in the physical model, more experiments for each case should be performed. Despite this, the 

difference when CFD is compared with physical model are 33.8, 27.6 and 38 % for the 

respective 0, 5.5 and 14° cases and considered too high. With this said the first step is to correct 

these differences between the models is perform a mesh grid analysis. 

Further, if the mesh grid analysis is approved there are other factors that could be modified for 

better results. The turbulent kinetic energy and viscosity was plotted as a mass average over the 

whole CFD volume to see how they are affected by the inclination, table 7. Both values show 

a similar tendency through the cases with a rather small and almost negligible decrease between 

the 0 ° and 5.5 ° cases and a clear decrease between the 5.5 ° and 14 ° cases. Since the scalar 

UDF for the tracer is dependent of the turbulent viscosity it is possible to modify the function 

with the values acquired from the table to reach a more similar turbulent diffusion that may lead 

to more accurate results. In addition, the mixing time for the 0 ° case was recalculated with a 

modification on the UDF. The UDF was multiplied with a factor of 0.5 and resulted in a mixing 

time of 16 seconds. If the mesh is approved and a modified UDF does not show any difference 

in the results then it is possible that the turbulence model used in this case is overpredicting the 

turbulence and diffusion in the domain hence, different turbulent models needs to be considered 

and tested. An overpredicting turbulence model could also dampen the oscillations thus result 

in a stable plume such as in this case. 

The CFD model has a very fine mesh. However, as stated no mesh grid analysis on the CFD 

model has been performed due to lack of time and is necessary before considering the numerical 

model to be validated and represent the physical model.  

In previous work the is bath height shows to have a big effect on the stirring and mixing time 

(22), (23) where a lowered bath height should increase mixing time due to disturbance in the 

flow structure.  In this study the bath height in relation to the nozzles are lowered. However, 

the volume of the liquid remains unchanged compared to the previous articles and could be a 

reason for rather disturbing the flow create better flow structures suited for the vessel. In 

addition, the geometry of the liquid is changed when adding an inclination and could also create 

difference in flow structure. This can be seen in the velocity vectors and path lines for the 

different cases. Between the cases the difference in flow structure is not that significant whereas 

the noticeable difference lies at the region close to the nozzle wall where the counter-clockwise 

swirl decreases and disappears with an increased angle. This agrees well with the small decrease 

in turbulent kinetic energy. 
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Table 7. CFD Data on turbulent kinetic energy and viscosity. 

Case [°] Turbulent kinetic energy [m2/s2] Turbulent viscosity [kg/ms] 

0 0.0507 4.36 

5.5 0.0497 4.32 

14 0.0463 4.20 

 

With that said, there could be another factor causing the decrease in mixing time.  

It appears that the flow structure of the water is governed by the drag force of the rising plume 

and the geometry of the water inside the vessel. However, since the water also gets dragged 

from the nozzle side to the opposite wall by the water surface it also influences the flow 

structure. The sloshing motion see figure 35 on the surface changes when the vessel is tilted 

where it intensifies with a larger inclination angle. This causes oscillations in the tank which 

also contributes to the stirring in the tank (23) and could be the reason for the decrease in mixing 

time between the tilted cases and non-tilted case. For reasons stated above the EE model cannot 

simulate the sloshing motion and is therefore not included. The effect on the stirring is however 

not known and very hard to determine. 

Further, the position of the monitors should also be considered since the varied flow structure 

caused by the inclination could result in better stirring around the monitors. In FLUENT it is 

possible to monitor the mixing time in all cells which would give a more accurate result on 

mixing time for reasons that all dead zones will be included. This approach could then 

determine if the position of the monitor points influence the mixing time and may give more 

insight to the mixing time behaviour between the different cases as well as obtain a larger 

mixing time. Moreover, this method eliminates the gap between the longest and the shortest 

mixing time. However, for this case it is more important to reach similar results at same 

locations. Also, adding more monitors in the physical model will risk disturb the flow. No dead 

zones appear at the monitor points and the flow is stable meaning it should not be the cause for 

decrease in mixing time where the flow structure is determined to have the biggest effect. 

 

 

Figure 35. Illustration of violent sloshing motion on top of vessel at 14 ° inclination. 
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Limitations occurred during the process of acquiring mixing time for the simulation due to 

difficulties with the model set-up. When a pressure outlet is used, and the water is patched into 

the tank it allows the model to create an interface between the water and the air which can be 

seen in the volume fraction figures in the result section. Thus, when adding a tracer it should 

diffuse only throughout the water and the mixing time would be monitored in the specific 

points. However, during the simulations the tracer diffuses up into the air region. To inspect 

this, the volume fraction of water was plotted from 0.01 to 1 at the nozzle plane see figure 36. 

It appears that there still is some water up in the air region. To confirm this, a certain region of 

the air was patched to a 0-volume fraction of water and the mixing time was tested again. The 

tracer then diffused above the interface but no longer than the region with no water present se 

figure 37, 38.  

 

 

Figure 36. Figure illustrating added small fraction of water above water/air interface (blue region). 

 

 

Figure 37. Figure of tracer at the beginning of diffusion. 
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Figure 38. Figure of tracer after diffusion up the area above water/air interface. 

 

Figure 37 and 38 shows the volume fraction for both the tracer and the water at the XZ plane 

for two different times where it is seen how the tracer diffuses above the water-air interface. 

This could however be solved by creating a region in the air that was patched with a volume 

fraction of air to 1 which eliminates the small amount of displaced water. Basically, a manual 

interface was created along the simulated interface so that the tracer could diffuse in a more 

correct manner. This means that some of the original fluid volume is lost. However, it only 

concerns approximately 1.1 % which is considered fair since in reality other errors such as the 

intense sloshing motion spills a small amount of water above that percentage.  

 

5.4 SUSTAINABILITY 
For the time being the final aim for the VariAOD project is to improve the AOD process with 

10 % with the inclined converter or elevated side nozzle. By blowing 10 % less oxygen or 

reduce 10 % of reduction agents per heat. The profitability in time will then reduce the material 

usage since, a higher yield is achieved with the oxygen gas due to a higher CRE in the melt and, 

the usage of process gases is reduced, mostly argon. Further, the cost per ton steel will be 

reduced. The success of this project also results in lower chromium oxidation leading to less 

reduction elements required in the process.  

The AOD process is expensive and time consuming. Therefore, trials and experiments for this 

case are expensive and could seem too risky to start with for smaller companies who wants to 

develop their processes. However, using CFD simulations such as FLUENT could extract 

information that may eliminate risks more cost efficiently giving smaller companies a chance 

to compete without harming their wealth.  
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6 CONCLUSION 

In this project a first step towards the project VariAOD 2 have been taken. A downscaled 

physical model as well as a numerical model have been developed to compare mixing time and 

penetration depth when tilting a side blown AOD converter. The numerical model was 

developed with the parameters and data acquired from the air-water model. The main goal was 

to investigate the possibility to reach as accurate as possible representation of the physical 

model with the CFD model. 

The similarity criterions between the AOD converter and the water model are fulfilled to a 

certain degree and the model is considered to have well represented parameters. 

Although difficulties in extracting a penetration length at the nozzle centre line an alternative 

method was chosen and showed that CFD model have the possibility to model the penetration 

length with fairly well accuracy. Despite fluctuations occurring around nozzle due to density 

ratios both models yielded similar results on gas penetration along the vertical axis above the 

nozzle with a deviation of 0, 3.8 and 5% for the respective 1, 3 and 5 cm above nozzle centreline. 

The mixing time showed a tendency to decrease when applying an inclination angle in the 

physical model. The same tendency was shown in the numerical model, however an 

approximate 30% faster mixing time for all angles that were compared to the physical model 

result was found and therefore more experiments are required before determining the 

representation. Further, a mesh grid analysis and some small modifications to turbulence are 

needed for more accurate representation of the physical model. 

The flow structure agrees well with the literature for the non-angled case where one big 

clockwise circulation was found in the middle and one smaller counter-clockwise circulation 

close to the nozzle wall. When tilting, it was found that the counter-clockwise circulation 

decreased through the cases until it disappeared leaving one big cantered circulation. These 

results agree well with turbulent measurements.  

The numerical model is considered to represent the water model well regarding penetration 

length and need some modifications for more accurate mixing time results prior to upscaling 

meaning that the aim is unfortunately not fulfilled. 
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7 FUTURE WORK IN VARIAOD 2 

Short term continued work on this project: 

• Perform a mesh grid analysis on the current developed CFD model. 

• Modify the udf scalar according the turbulent viscosity values acquired for each case 

for proper representation off diffusion in tracer addition in the numerical model. 

• Perform several more physical model experiments on mixing time for a more accurate 

results as well as filming a penetration length for the nozzle centreline. 

Long term continued work for VariAOD 2, tilted case: 

• Upscaling and adding the industrial parameters to the numerical model after completing 

a satisfied numerical model that represents the downscaled physical model as well as 

coupling thermodynamic modelling. 

• Investigate oscillation behaviour when tilting the converter in order to determine if the 

gear box can withstand the followed mechanical stresses. 

• Investigate the shear stress on the wall imposed by the gas plume when tilting the 

converter and if needed, determine where to relocate and balance the refractory stones 

after suitable high and low concentrated shear stresses. 
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